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Matt Stellingwerf.
Height 191 cm

He chats about primatology, criminology, social media, politics and politicians, love, and the difference between men and women,
among other things …If he looks like leaving the room without talking about the US Constitution, detain him. It's a superb story.
Demand also to hear about ‘caring'on Facebook. They, as with the others, are well-constructed yarns, embellished with original
thought enough to completely restore faith in the validity of an Arts Degree. Theatre Review - Jenny Gleeson, 10 Mar 2016

When this erudite satire-superstar gets onto the stage for his comedy set, the acceleration from zero to a hundred jokes is measured
in seconds. Matt Stellingwerf's deftly crafted hour-long set–in fact it goes for longer–is over far too quickly. Here is a seriously good
comedic talent. Theatre Review - Jenny Gleeson, 10 Mar 2016

The third act of the lineup, Matt Stellingwerf, was also brilliant. His 20 minute slot flowed with an ease of someone who really works
their comedy craft; taking us through topical issues such as the flag debate, kiwis’adoration of the All Blacks and the idea of changing
the national anthem in quick succession. He was the highlight of the nominees and someone you would happily pay to go and see a
full hour set of stand up. KUWNZ - Billy T Jams at Q Theatre
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Testimonials continued...
full hour set of stand up. KUWNZ - Billy T Jams at Q Theatre
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